Worksheet: The fossilization process
FET Phase
Grade 10 - 12
Learning area: Life Sciences and continuity
Theme: History of Earth

Activity Sheet

Specific Aim 1: Acquiring knowledge of natural sciences

Activity 1: Researching types of rocks
Rocks can be found just about everywhere! You will notice that rocks within a
specific area may differ markedly from one another. The appearance of a rock
can give you an idea of how it was formed. There are three basic types of
rock.
Sedimentary rocks
Sedimentary rocks are the most common rocks at the Earth’s surface. Over millions
of years, little pieces of rock and other matter, including sand, clay and mud, become
broken down and worn away by wind and water. These bits of earth settle in layers
at the bottom of rivers, lakes and oceans. Over time, these layers get pressed down
until the bottom layers slowly turn into rock known as sedimentary rock.
Examples of sedimentary rocks are limestone, shale and sandstone. Sometimes
plants, bones, seashells, leaves, pollen and other bits of living things get caught
between the layers of sediment. These buried plant and animal remains eventually
fossilize within the layers of sedimentary rock.

The above picture is of a sedimentary
rock that formed on a beach. You can
see the imprints of shells, which were
stuck into the sand as it turned to
stone.

In this sedimentary rock you can see
shells and stones embedded within the
cemented sand.
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This diagram shows a sand dune that has become fossilized. Another way of saying this
is that the sand dune turned into rock over time. This type of rock is called ‘dune rock’
or aeolianite. You can see the cross bedding in the area shown by the diagonal lines.
Cross bedding is formed when the wind blows layers of sand from one side of the dune
to another. The white arrow shows the direction that the wind blew the sand dune in.
Dune rock is another example of sedimentary rock.
Metamorphic rocks
‘Morph’ means to change form and this is what
metamorphic rocks do. Over time, earthquakes
or movements of the Earth’s crust may move
rocks up and down within the crust, leading
them to experience chemical or physical
alteration. Rocks that have been changed
by underground pressure or heat, are called
metamorphic rocks. Examples of metamorphic
rocks are marble, granulite, greenstone,
hornfels, slate and schist.
Igneous rocks - Extrusive (basalt) and Intrusive (granite)
The inside of the Earth is very hot and filled with molten rock called ‘magma’. When
‘magma’ erupts onto the surface of the Earth, it is called ‘lava’ (no longer ‘magma’).
These eruptions of lava result in the formation of ‘extrusive’ igneous rocks. Igneous
rocks, which are formed from magma that cools underground, are ‘intrusive’. The speed
at which lava cools, as well as its chemical make up, will influence how the igneous rock
will form.
Granite is formed deep within the Earth’s
crust when magma, which is rich in the mineral silica, rises up into the crust and then
cools slowly, thereby forming the large crystals we see in granite. Over time, these
rocks are exposed on the land’s surface when
the rocks and sediments covering them are
eroded away. The granite cave shown in the
picture is a typical example of how granite
becomes eroded by the sea. The cave was
formed by wave action at a time when the
sea level was high and the boulders were
right in the breaker zone.
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QUESTIONS
Use the information in this article, as well as the library or internet, to assist you in
answering the following questions.
1. Which rock provides the best environment for fossilization to occur? Explain
your answer.
2. Which rock type is not suitable for fossilization to occur? Give reasons for your
answer.

		

Activity 2: Find out about fossils
Fossils are the remains or evidence of plants and
animals, including any traces of their activities,
which have been preserved in rock due to the
physiochemical process known as fossilization.
With very few exceptions, fossils occur mostly in
sedimentary rocks. Sometimes living things are
preserved in lava flows or volcanic deposits, and
you may find that metamorphic rocks, changed
by heat and pressure, contain fossils. Generally,
however, metamorphism usually destroys fossil
details.
Sometimes soft tissue preservation, extremely
rare in the fossil record especially for vertebrates,
is overlooked when preserved as a soft-body
mould. This mode of preservation is unusual and
appears as a body or soft-part impression surrounding articulated fossils. Body moulds may
be formed in soft sediments such as carbonate
oozes, or volcanic ash. The most famous example of this is Pompeii, where the dying moments
of humans were frozen in time, in volcanic ash.

Volcano errupting in Pompeii

When a volcano erupted in Pompeii, a gigantic pyroclastic flow poured towards the town
at 100kph, carrying lethal gases and hot ash from the eruption. The citizens experienced
a slow and painful death as they inhaled the hot gas and ash, which caused their lungs to
fill with fluid. This mix in the lungs formed a kind of cement, which caused suffocation.
Following the surge, ash fell on the city until only the tallest buildings and gates were visible. It then rained, turning the ash into a mud, which encased the victims’ bodies.
Although the flesh decayed, the skeletons of
the victims remained trapped within the layer
of volcanic ash, which in turn formed an imprint of each body as it was at the time of
death. In 1777, the remains of a young woman were found at the Villa Diomede. As well
as her skeleton, the outline of her breasts
and body shape were visible in the material
packed beneath her. Many further examples
were discovered. It was not until 1864 that a
technique was found to make body casts.
Victims encased within a layer of volcanic ash
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Giuseppe Fiorelli, the director of excavations, realised that if the ash cases containing
skeletons were kept intact, plaster could be poured into the hollow, which would set
around the skeleton to expose an exact cast of the body at the moment of death. The
technique was successful and has been used ever since. It has been recently updated
with excavators, using transparent glass fibre in place of the plaster, which allows the
skeleton to remain visible, along with any jewellery or clothing that survived in situ.
How are fossils formed?
For a fossil to form successfully, a number of steps have to take place. If one of
these steps is missed, the remains will not be preserved. The animal gets killed by a
predator whilst drinking at the edge of the river. The skin, organs, and flesh are eaten
by predators and scavengers. The last of the soft tissue rots away and the skeleton
falls apart. The more durable body parts like the bones and teeth remain. Before the
bones disintegrate in the sun, the river rises and deposits a layer of sand over the
bones and teeth. Over time the sand and mud layers build up, undergo compression,
and harden to form sedimentary rock. Minerals in the bones are dissolved away and
replaced molecule by molecule with minerals in the ground - it generally takes up to
1 million years to completely turn a bone into a a heavy, rock-like copy of the original
object - a fossil. The fossil has the same shape and structure as the original object but
is chemically more like a rock. Erosion of the land’s surface leads to the exposure of
fossils which are then found by palaeontologists.
Palaeontologists guess that only a small percentage of
prehistoric life that ever lived, has been or ever will be
found as fossils. Fossils are exposed through natural
erosion of the land surface, earthquakes, or human
activities such as mining and road building. They give
scientists an opportunity to study the prehistoric life that
roamed Planet Earth millions of years ago.
The famous hominid footsteps found at
Laetoli were made in volcanic ash and are
the earliest evidence for hominid bipedalism
(walking on two feet).

QUESTIONS
1. The process of fossilization is not guaranteed. Read the information on how fossils 		
are formed and find out what conditions help or prevent the preservation of organic
remains. Create a flow chart to summarise the points.
2. Illustrate the steps in the fossilization process by means of a diagram.
Activity 3: Complete after the West Coast Fossil Park visit

Construct a possible situation for the formation of fossils in the Langebaan area. Keep
in mind the conditions necessary for fossilization to take place.
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Teachers notes
Activity 1: researching types of rocks
1.

Fossils (the remains or imprints of dead organisms) are mostly found in
sedimentary rock. In nature, dead organisms are usually quickly removed by
scavengers, bacteria, rotting and erosion. In some exceptional circumstances a
carcass is fossilized because these natural processes are unable to work. The
chance of fossilisation is higher when the sedimentation rate is high (so that
a carcass is quickly buried), in environments where little bacterial activity
exists, or when the organism had a particularly hard skeleton.

2.

Metamorphic rock – No, as metamorphic rock has been transformed by
heat and/or pressure. The heat and pressure may cause recrystalization,
folding, or squashing of a rock that contains fossils, making the fossils
unrecognizable due to distortion. Once again, fossils appearing in metamorphic
rock are highly unusual, but not unheard of.
Igneous rock – No, igneous rocks are mostly formed from hot lava ejected
from the Earth, so rarely contain fossils, since the heat tends to destroy
whatever might otherwise have been preserved in the rock.

Activity 2: Find out about fossils
1.

Flow chart

2.

Points to include in the diagram
Phase 1 – Death
The animal gets killed by a predator whilst drinking at the edge of the river.
The skin, organs, and flesh are eaten by predators and scavengers.
The last of the soft tissue rots away and the skeleton falls apart. The more
durable body parts like the bones and teeth remain.
Phase 2 – Deposition
Before the bones disintegrate in the sun, the river rises and deposits a layer of
sand over the bones and teeth.
Over time the sand and mud layers build up, undergo compression, and harden
to form sedimentary rock.
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Phase 3 – Mineralization
Minerals in the bones are dissolved away and replaced molecule by molecule with minerals in the ground- it generally takes up to 1 million years to completely turn a bone
to stone ie. before it becomes ‘petrified’.
Erosion of the land’s surface leads to the exposure of fossils which are then found by
palaeontologists.
Activity 3:
5 million years ago a herd of sivathere drowned trying to cross the river in flood.
Their bodies floated downstream and many got trapped on an outcrop of phosphate
rock jutting out from the north bank of the estuary about 1 km from the sea
During the following months, the sivathere carcasses were scavenged by hyenas and
vultures. As the flesh rotted the skeletons fell apart and bones fell into the in the pool
next to the rock.
Larger animals, like sivatheres and elephants that came to drink at the pool, accidentally trampled on some of the bones, pushing them down into the waterlogged sand
and breaking them.
Thousands of tiny bones of shrews, mice and moles came from pellets regurgitated by
owls that regularly roosted in the surrounding trees and on the rock.
Over subsequent years, summer dry periods caused the larger animals to congregate around the pool. Some may have got stuck in the quicksand, others got killed by
predators. Frogs and small freshwater fishes lived and died in the pool.
Some years, winter storms caused strong south westerly winds resulting in tidal surges that carried whale, dolphin and seal carcasses into the river estuary. One or two
carcasses came to rest against the phosphate rock, and as they rotted, their bones too
collected in the pool.
Over the next century or so, the sea level gradually rose to flood the area and submerge both the pool and the rock under salt water. The bones then became buried
deeper under layer upon layer of phosphate rich sand (the phosphate being generated
by organisms in the upwelling cold currents offshore)
Over the next million years or so, underground water gradually dissolved the deeply
buried bones and replaced them, molecule by molecule, with silica and other minerals
in the ground, to become fully mineralized fossils.
The fossil bones lay undisturbed 20m underground for another 4 million years until
one day in 1976, whilst mining the phosphate sand that buried the bones, the excavator operator accidentally uncovered them.
Fortunately, palaeontologist Dr Brett Hendey of the South African Museum was allowed
to rescue the bones. He collected over 1 million specimens and found this ancient
bone-bed to be the richest and most diverse accumulation of land animals of early
Pliocene age ever found.
The excavations you see today were carried out by Dr Roger Smith of the Iziko South
African Museum , helped by staff from the West Coast Fossil Park. The larger bones
are left in place for visitors to view.
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